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a b s t r a c t

Electronic and superconducting properties of La3InZ (Z¼N, O) compounds are studied and are compared
with La3In. From the density of states of La3InZ it is quite clear that the hybridization between La-d and
In-p states gets reduced with the inclusion of the Z atom in comparison with La3In. A Fermi surface
topology change is observed only in La3InO under compression, which is attributed to the non-
monotonic variation of the density of states. The calculated superconducting transition temperature
(Tc) is less than 2 K for N containing compound, and is found to be above 2 K for O containing compound
and the trend agrees well with the experimental findings. The reason for the suppression of the Tc due to
the inclusion of the Z atom is also discussed from the band structure and phonon dispersion plots, where
we find the phonon modes to harden in La3InZ.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Over the past decade the binary intermetallic alloys of AX3 and
A3X (A¼La, X¼Sn, In, Tl) type have been widely investigated
which are found to be superconductors and the reported super-
conducting transition temperature (Tc) is found to be highest
around 10 K in La3In [1]. It is quite interesting to study the
superconducting properties of La3InZ compounds formed by
addition of the Z (N, O) atom to La3In yet remaining in the same
space group. Earlier studies report an enhancement of the Tc by
addition of carbon in YNi4B [2], whereas the decrease in Tc was
reported by addition of carbon in La3X (X¼Al, Ga, In, Tl) com-
pounds [3]. The presence of superconductivity in the La–Ca–Cu–O
compound was reported under high oxygen pressure, whereas the
superconductivity was found to vanish under low oxygen pressure
[4]. Apart from this the reduction of Tc was also reported in MgB2

by carbon doping [5]. Again from experimental study on the
superconducting behavior of La3InZ (Z¼N, O) [6], it is to be noted
that La3In and La3InO have Tc of the same range around 10 K,
which further motivate us to study the role of Z in La3InZ
compounds. In this present study, we calculate the superconduct-
ing transition temperature of these compounds and show the
presence of superconductivity below 2 K for La3InN and above 2 K
in the case of La3InO at ambient temperature. In addition, we also

bring out the role of Z in the superconducting properties of La3InZ
compounds. Experimentally Zhao et al. [6] have synthesized these
compounds and reported the superconducting behavior at nearly
10 K for La3InO, whereas the authors have not found any super-
conducting nature in La3InN above 2 K. In addition Kirchner et al.
[7] have studied experimentally as well as theoretically a series of
(R3N)In (R¼La–Nd, Lu, Sm–Tm) compounds and compared the
bonding nature of La3InN with La3In theoretically. Apart from this
no theoretical studies are available regarding the band structure,
density of states, Fermi surface at ambient pressure as well as
under compression. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
in the next section, we briefly discuss the computational details,
results and discussions presented in Section 3, which contains
electronic, Fermi surface, superconducting properties of these
compounds, finally we summarize and conclude our paper.

2. Computational details

The electronic structure calculations were performed using the
full-potential linear augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) method as
implemented in the WIEN2k [8] based on the generalized gradient
approximation of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE) [9]. For
the total energy convergence RMTKmax ¼ 8 was used, where RMT is
the smallest muffin-tin radius, and Kmax is the plane wave cut-off.
The charge density was Fourier expanded up to Gmax ¼ 12 a:u:�1.
The muffin-tin radii were chosen as 2.5 a.u. for La, 2.3 a.u. for In
and 1.7 a.u. for Z (N, O) atoms. A (44�44�44) k-point mesh in the
Monkhorst–Pack [10] scheme was used during the self-consistent
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cycle to ensure accurate determination of the Fermi level. The
three dimensional (3D) Fermi surface plots were generated with
the help of the Xcrysden molecular structure visualization pro-
gram [11]. Spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is not included for all the
electronic structure calculations as we find the vicinity of the
Fermi level to remain unaltered with the inclusion of the SOC. We
have used the experimental lattice constant of 5.11 Å and 5.19 Å,
for La3InN and La3InO [6], respectively, and the corresponding
experimental volumes are denoted by V0 in the following.

For the electron–phonon coupling constant and the phonon
dispersion plots, we have used the Quantum espresso package
[12,13]. In order to deal with the possible convergence problem for
metals, a smearing technique is employed using the Methfessel–
Paxton (MP) scheme, with the smearing parameter set to 0.02 Ry
for La3InZ (Z¼N, O) compounds. For the energy convergence we
have used the wave function and charged-density cutoffs of 30 Ry
and 320 Ry, respectively, for La3InN and 56 Ry and 560 Ry, respec-
tively, for La3InO. Phonon calculations were carried out for
4�4�4 Monkhorst–Pack q-point grid with Brillouin zone inte-
grations on a 32�32�32 mesh.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Band structure, densities of states and Fermi surface

The calculated band structures of La3InZ (Z¼N, O) without spin
orbit coupling at experimental volume (V0) are presented in Fig. 1.
The band structure plots reveal the overall profile of both the
compounds to be similar except band filling in the case of La3InO
due to an extra electron in O, which is also clearly seen in the
corresponding Fermi surface (FS) and the density of states (DOS)
as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. From the FS plots we can
see the three extra hole pockets centered at the R point in the case
of the La3InN, which is absent in La3InO due to the positioning of
the band below the Fermi level (see Fig. 2(a–c) and see solid black,
broken red and dotted blue color band in Fig. 1). In addition we
have an extra electron sheet along Γ–R direction in the case of
La3InO as shown in Fig. 2(h) (broken indigo color band in Fig. 1(b)).
Apart from this the topology of the fourth FS of N containing
compound (Fig. 2(d)) and the first FS of O (Fig. 2(f)) containing
compound (see solid line with sphere magenta color band) are
found to be similar except the increase in the width of the tube
along the Γ–X direction and are having both electron as well as
hole character. This is again evident from the band structure plots
in Fig. 1 as we could see the same band to dip more below the
Fermi level at X point in the case of La3InO, resulting in wider
opening along Γ–X. The fifth FS of N containing compound (Fig. 2(e))
and the second FS of O containing compound (Fig. 2(g)) are electron

pocket centered at Γ, with size being larger in La3InO than in La3InN.
If we compare the FS of the La3In with La3InZ (Z¼N, O), we could
find the FS topology of these compounds to be quite different as
shown in Fig. 2 (the details of the calculation regarding La3In can be
found else where [14]) and it is interesting to analyze and to compare
La3In and La3InO which are claimed experimentally to be a super-
conductor with Tc around 10 K, provoking us to study the role of O in
this compound. To analyze in detail, we have plotted the density of
states of La3InZ along with La3In as shown in Fig. 3. More interest-
ingly we find the Fermi level of both La3InO and La3In to fall very
close to the peak. But the density of states at the Fermi level ðNðEF ÞÞ
was found to be higher in La3In [15] ðNðEF Þ ¼ 7:80 states=eVÞ in
comparison with La3InO ðNðEF Þ ¼ 2:86 states=eVÞ, which might
eventually give an indication of the suppression of the Tc in La3InO
which will be discussed little later. Further analyzing the partial
density of states of La3InO from Fig. 3(a), we find the major
contribution to stem from La-d along with the hybridization of the
In-p and O-p states at the Fermi level. In addition we could also see
the Fermi level (EF) lying close to a peak in the case of La-d and O-p
orbitals, whereas the EF falls on pseudogap of In-p orbital. In contrast
to La3In, the EF lies close to the peak for both La-d and In-p orbital
and is well evident from Fig. 3(b). So the extent of hybridization of In-
p with La-d is reduced in the case of La3InO, whereas there exists a
pronounced hybridization between La-d and O-p, which brings in the
role of O in La3InO. Next we turn our discussion towards comparing
La3InN and La3InO. As we move from N to O, the band gets filled and
is seen in the band structure and FS, which we have presented so far.
Now if we compare these compounds from the projected density of
states, we could see the Fermi level to fall exactly on the pseudogap
in the case of La3InN and it is clearly evident from the La-d and N-p
states in Fig. 3(a). The extent of hybridization between La-d and In-p
is again found to be lesser similar to La3InO. A similar hybridization
effect in La3InN was also presented by Kirchner et al. [7], where the
authors clearly show the metallic nature of this compound and the
presence of the metal–metal bonding between La-d and In-p. Again
the N(EF) for La3InN is found to be 2.55 states/eV, which is also lesser
than both La3In and La3InO indicating the Tc to be lesser in
comparison with both La3In and La3InO. Our calculated N(EF) for
La3InN agrees well with the value reported by Kirchner et al. [7].

More interestingly we have observed a FS topology change
under compression in the case of La3InO, whereas the topology is
found to remain unaltered under compression in La3InN. In the
case of La3InO we find the first three surfaces to appear under
compression around V/V0¼0.8 at R point similar to La3InN (Fig. 2
(a–c)), due to the upward movement of the band and an extra
electron pocket appears along the M–Γ direction in the last FS due
to the downward shift of the band. This observed difference
between La3InN and La3InO is mainly due to the non-monotonic
variation of N(EF) only in La3InO as shown in Fig. 3(b), whereas we

Fig. 1. (Color online) Band structure of La3InZ (Z¼N, O) at V/V0¼1.0. The bands crossing the Fermi level are shown in different colors.
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find the N(EF) to vary linearly with compression in the case of
La3InN. A similar scenario is also observed in our previous study
for AX3 (A¼La, Y; X¼ In, Tl, Sn, Pb) series of compounds, where we
have seen a non-monotonic variation of N(EF) eventually leading to
a FS topology change [16]. In addition we can observe the sudden
increase in density of states at V/V0¼0.8 in La3InO where we have
also found three extra hole pocket and an additional electron
sheet in the last surface to appear. Overall we have seen the bands
to move up for La3InN under compression and in the case of
La3InO simultaneous upward and downward shift of the bands is
observed.

3.2. Superconductivity and vibrational properties

From the NðEF Þ, we may calculate the Sommerfeld coefficient of
specific heat (γ), and the values are reported in Table 1. From the γ
values one may expect Tc to be higher in La3InO in comparison
with La3InN. From the Eliashberg function we have calculated the
electron–phonon coupling constant λep, and having calculated the
λep we estimate the Tc of both the compounds by using Allen–
Dynes formula [17] and the values are reported in Table 1 along
with the calculated NðEF Þ. The dimensionless μn, the Coulomb
pseudo-potential used in our calculation for all the compounds is

Fig. 2. (Color online) Fermi surface of La3InZ (Z¼N, O) and La3In at V/V0¼1.00, first and second rows are the FS for La3InN, third row is for La3InO and the fourth row is
for La3In.
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0.1. The calculated averaged phonon frequency ωln for both the
compounds along with La3In is also reported in Table 1.

From our calculated values we find Tc of La3InO to be higher
than La3InN with higher electron–phonon coupling constant λep,
and find this trend to agree well with the calculated NðEF Þ. Our
calculated value of Tc is comparatively lesser when compared to
the experimental value [6] in the case of La3InO and this might be
due to the polycrystalline or non-stoichiometric nature of the
sample [18,19]. Unfortunately there are no other theoretical values
available for comparing the results of these studied compounds,

whereas the trend of our calculated Tc is the same as in Ref. [6],
where the authors have reported Tc to below 2 K for La3InN and
above 2 K in the case of La3InO. Again when we compare La3In
with the presently studied compounds we find the calculated Tc
value of La3In (Tc¼6.36 K) to be higher in comparison with
La3InZ (Z¼N, O), with higher electron–phonon coupling constant
(λep¼0.97), as evident from the reported values in Table 1 and it
contradicts the experimental finding where the authors have
reported the Tc of La3In and La3InO to be the same [1,6] and we
try to justify the same from the calculated phonon dispersion
relations as discussed below.

We have plotted the phonon-dispersion along with the phonon
density of states (PDOS) in Fig. 4 at ambient pressure for both the
studied compounds La3InN and La3InO along with La3In. From the
figure we can see all the phonon modes to have positive frequency
in all high symmetry directions, which ultimately gives the
confirmation towards the dynamical stability of these compounds.
Again we find the phonon frequency to be higher in La3InN than in
La3InO. The lower mass in the case of the La3InN may be the
reason for the phonon mode to be higher in frequency when
compared with La3InO. In addition we have calculated the zone
center phonon frequency as follow:

La3InN¼3T1u(0 cm�1)þ3T1u(87.2 cm�1)þ3T2u(87.4 cm�1)
þ3T1u(140.4 cm�1) þ3T1u(298.2 cm�1)

La3InO¼3T1u(0 cm�1)þ3T1u(66.0 cm�1)þ3T2u(97.0 cm�1)
þ3T1u(125.3 cm�1) þ3T1u(274.2 cm�1)

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Density of states at V/V0¼1.0 for La3InZ (Z¼N, O) and (b) the density of states for La3In, (c) variation of N(EF) under compression for La3InZ (Z¼N, O).

Table 1
Calculated density of states at the Fermi level, N(EF) (in states per eV and per
formula unit, evaluated at the experimental equilibrium volumes), together with
derived Sommerfeld constants, γ, averaged phonon frequency, ωln the electron-

phonon coupling constant, λep and superconducting transition temperature, Tc for
La3InZ (Z¼N, O) and La3In.

Compounds N(EF) γ (mJ/mol K2) ωln (cm�1) λep Tc (K)

La3InN This work 2.55 6.02 107.97 0.37 0.44
Othersa 2.6 –

La3InO This work 2.86 6.74 98.29 0.62 3.77
Expt. 10b

La3In This work 7.8 18.40 62.7 0.97 6.36

a Ref. [7].
b Ref. [6].
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La3In¼3T1u(0 cm�1)þ3T2u(57.8 cm�1)þ3T1u(94.8 cm�1)
þ3T1u(112.0 cm�1)

If we compare La3In and La3InO, we find the phonon modes
to soften in the case of La3In in comparison with La3InO.
The hardening of the phonon modes in La3InO might be reducing
the electron–phonon coupling constant in the case of La3InO in
comparison with La3In leading to the reduction in superconduct-
ing transition temperature of La3InO. The hardening of the phonon
modes is mainly due to the presence of the O atom and is well
evident from the PDOS in Fig. 4, where we can see the contribution
at higher frequency regions to arise mainly from the O atom. Again
when we move to La3InN and compare with La3InO, we could see
all the phonon modes except the T2u mode to soften in the case of
La3InO. The softening of the T2u mode could be due to the decrease
in the lattice parameter by replacing O with N and might be due to
the strong screening effects in La3InN. Altogether the hardening
of the phonon modes in the presence of the Z (Z¼N, O) atom in
the body centered position of the cube plays a role in decreasing
the electron–phonon coupling constant eventually leading to the
lower Tc in La3InZ as compared to La3In.

4. Conclusion

In summary, our ab initio study of electronic structure calcula-
tion of La3InZ (Z¼N, O) conclude that, when the Z atom is added to
the body center of the La3In, the hybridizing effect between La-d
and In-p orbital gets reduced in La3InZ in comparison with La3In.
The Fermi surface topology change is observed under compression
for La3InO but not in La3InN, which is attributed to the non-
monotonic variation of the density of states in La3InO. From the
phonon dispersion plots we have shown both the compounds to
be dynamically stable. Analysis of the superconductivity of the

La3InZ shows the suppression of Tc in addition of the Z (N, O) atom
in La3In, which is mainly due to the hardening of the phonon
modes due to the presence of the Z atom and is confirmed from
the phonon density of states. From our calculated superconduc-
tivity we find the Tc to be less than 2 K for N containing compound,
whereas Tc is calculated above 2 K for O containing compound and
also well support the experimental trend.
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